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1. Introduction: Historiography, Context

In the modern era, putting myths or historical events in the service of national 
identity projects was common practice for the peoples of Central and Southeast 
Europe, be they Romanians, Poles, Czechs, Hungarians, etc. The latter, when cel-

ebrating their millennium at the end of the 19th century, operated a large scale integra-
tion of the past into their national project, erecting numerous public monuments, print-
ing hundreds of books, and producing various art pieces (paintings, songs, elements of 
decorative art) intended to rally the masses to the cause of national integration.1 In all  
the territories inhabited by Romanians, the Revolution of 1848 marked the beginning 
of our modern history, reviving the popular ideals and hopes and providing individual 
or group political and behavioral models. More recently, Mihai Chiper has published an 
excellent analysis of the changes experienced by the memory of the Revolution of 1848 
in the historiography of the topic, highlighting, mostly with reference to Wallachia and 
Moldavia, the role played by the reconsideration of the past in shaping the political 
trends that drew on the legacy of the events occurred in 1848–1849.2

Both Romanian and foreign historians discussed the role played by the Revolution 
of 1848 in facilitating the transition of Transylvania from medieval socio-economic and 
judicial elements and features to modern ones. All of them highlighted the positive conse-
quences of the events of 1848–1849 for the Romanians. The people of those times were 
themselves aware of the particular importance of the Romanian national program outlined 
in Blaj in 1848 for the development of the Romanian nation in Transylvania. After the 
Great Union of 1918, a number of historians, politicians, journalists, etc., approached 

Over the past two years, many parts of this study were presented during various internal 
and international conferences, and certain paragraphs have been published in Romanian or 
in English in various periodicals or collective volumes marking the centenary of the Great 
Union, and therefore the text that follows is not fully a previously unpublished one.
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the event 1918 from the vantage point of the fundamental mission statement formulated  
during the Revolution of 1848. Barely a few months after the Great National Assembly 
of Alba Iulia, held on 1 December 1918, in Orãştie an anonymous author published a 
brochure featuring the analysis of a millennium of Romanian history, from the emergence 
of the people, through their political affirmation in the framework of several states, and to 
the Great Union. One sentence in this brochure is quite relevant for our approach: 

The Transylvanian peasantry, assembled on Liberty Plain in 1848, heard the scholars ex-
plain what the Hungarians meant with their unio and took up the concept in their own 
fashion, saying, in one voice: We want union with the country! The country! For the 
Transylvanian Romanian peasants, this meant our country, the country they felt was theirs 
as well, and therefore they need not explicitly indicate to what particular country they were 
referring . . . The desire to unite with the country, even if it manifested itself among the 
people so late and only on such an occasion, had nevertheless been long present in their hearts, 
as demonstrated by the very outcry heard on Liberty Plain . . .3

It must be said that the author of the anonymous brochure published in Orãştie was a 
skilled historian, associating the objective of political-national unity with the unionist 
message formulated by Nicolae Bãlcescu in an article based on a speech he had delivered 
in Paris, where the Wallachian patriot was living in exile after the defeat of the revolution. 
The piece in question was titled “Mişcarea românilor din Ardeal la 1848” (The Transyl-
vanian Romanian movement in 1848), published in several editions starting with 1851 
and also included in the 1878 volume edited by Alexandru Odobescu, which provided 
a pertinent analysis of the Transylvanian Romanian Revolution of 1848–1849. Nicolae 
Bãlcescu had nothing but praise for the second national assembly of Blaj, of 3/15–5/17 
May 1848. The Wallachian historian and revolutionist was impressed by the force and 
the significance of the rally organized by the leaders of the Transylvanian Romanians:

15 May 1848! Day of light, of freedom and of Romanian greatness, we fondly remember 
and celebrate you! In the Romanians annals there is no brighter day, save for your sister, the 
day of 11 June 1848, of the people of Bucharest. Day of greatness, we fondly remember and 
celebrate you! Then, for the first time, we heard an entire people respond to those who were 
speaking about the union between Transylvania and Hungary with the outcry: “We want 
union with the Country.” Wondrous revelation from God who, in such moments of great 
popular celebration, speaks straight into the hearts of His chosen. In 1848, only the common 
people and the poets, these scions of divine inspiration, could foresee the future events, only 
they could decipher and reveal what was written in the heart of every Romanian: freedom 
from any foreign domination by way of national unity (emphasis ours).4 

The note inserted by Bãlcescu after the sentence “We want union with the Country” is 
relevant for his credo: “When they say Country, the Transylvanians mean Wallachia. 
Unfortunately for me, I could not be present in Blaj on 15 May 1848, but several 
Transylvanian Romanians who were there told me about this popular outcry.”5 Thus, 
Nicolae Bãlcescu saw the Blaj assembly of 3/15 May 1848 as a sign of national matu-
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rity, of the achievement of the national freedom long desired by the Romanians.6 Even 
if nowadays we favor another interpretation of what many participants in the second 
Blaj assembly exactly meant when they cried out “We want union with the Country,” 
important for the post–1848 period and for the efforts of an entire generation to out-
line a national ideal though the union of all Romanians is the interpretation provided 
by Bãlcescu, namely, that in Blaj the Transylvanian Romanians stated that they wanted 
a union. In fact, the idea of a single Romanian polity was explicitly expressed in the 
memorandum drawn up by the leaders of the Transylvanian Romanians during the third 
national assembly of Blaj, in September 1848, and submitted to the Austrian parliament. 
The document in question suggested the creation of an autonomous Romanian state 
within Austria, following a union between Transylvania, Moldavia, and Wallachia: “We 
seek the free union of free peoples under the leadership of Austria, internally free and 
externally powerful . . . This request comes not only on our behalf, but also on behalf of 
our brethren in the Danube Principalities” (emphasis ours).7 The memorandum of 16/28 
September 1848 was the culminating point of the cooperation between the Romanian 
revolutionists in Transylvania, Wallachia, Moldavia, and Bukovina. At the same time, it 
indicates the existence of a concerted effort meant to secure the political and legal status 
of the Romanian Principalities, at that time under a dual foreign occupation. The politi-
cal regime set up in Wallachia after the defeat of the revolution was in clear breach of 
the autonomy principle, and the solution envisaged in the Transylvanian memorandum, 
while proposing the creation of a Romanian state under the aegis of Austria, was nev-
ertheless a step forward as compared to the then situation of the two Romanian states 
located east and south of the Carpathians. The solution of uniting all Romanians became 
imprinted in the conscience of the nation, and the powerful model of 1848 continued to 
shape attitudes and behaviors on both sides of the Carpathians.

The scholar George Bariþiu, historian and active participant, in the sense given to 
these terms by Arthur Schlesinger Jr.,8 who was one of the prominent leaders of the 
Transylvanian Romanian revolutionists, saw the Revolution of 1848–1849 as “a time 
that was grandiose and memorable, as well as tragic.”9 Bariþiu, who would eventually be-
come chairman of the Romanian Academy, understood the revolution as a fundamental 
moment, not only for the Transylvanian Romanians, but for the entire nation. He also 
underlined the educational value of history, believing that to piece together and know 
the past (in this case, the outstanding example of the generation of 1848) was extremely 
valuable for the future generation. Of course, the May assembly on the Blaj Liberty Plain 
is widely seen as the apogee, the symbol of this liberation: “That assembly, of eternal 
memory, where the Romanian people living in this principality proclaimed and asserted 
their identity as a nation.”10

In an analysis of the Revolution of 1848, Silviu Dragomir—the first major Romanian 
Transylvanian historian who was not a contemporary to those events but published many 
well-documented texts devoted to what happened in Transylvania in 1848–1849, and who 
was also the secretary of the Great National Assembly of Alba Iulia—spoke about 

the emergence of the idea of the political unity of all Romanians amid the flames of the revo-
lution. This idea, tentative at the beginning, gained increased momentum in the political 
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plans and the actions taken by the revolutionists, as the true face of the policies pursued by the 
great empires began to be revealed. The historian understood that the union of 1918 had its 
origins in the political program and in the battles fought by the Romanians in 1848–1849. 
In other words, this aspiration was formulated by the revolutionists of 1848–1849. Then, 
the objective was pursued by the generation of the revolution and by those that followed, until 
the union of 1918.11

In the decades following the Great Union, Ioan Lupaş, a brilliant and honest historian, 
professor, and priest, emerged as a subtle analyst and did not hesitate to make a correla-
tion between the Revolution of 1848 and the Great National Assembly of Alba Iulia of 
1918. This unobtrusive leader of the Transylvanian Romanians in the last decades of 
the dual regime, who was nevertheless a staunch defender of the program of the Revo-
lution of 1848, especially when it came to restoring the autonomy of Transylvania and 
to equal rights for the Romanian nation, the archpriest of Sãlişte was one of the leading 
participants in the Great National Assembly of 1 December 1918. In a speech delivered 
in Alba Iulia in the year 1943, during the celebrations marking 25 years since the union, 
Ioan Lupaş highlighted the inseparable bond between freedom and nationality, with 
reference to both 1848 and 1918: 

The revolutionary movements of 1848 clearly envisaged a united Romania . . . In the bril-
liant speech delivered by Vasile Goldiş we find the memorable words now carved deeply on his 
headstone, found in the Eternity Cemetery of Arad: “The right of the Romanian nation to 
be free is now recognized by the whole world, even by our centuries-old enemies . . . Freedom 
for this nation means union with Wallachia.” He directly drew on the legacy of Simion  
Bãrnuþiu who, in 1848, had stated the principle whereby freedom without nationality will 
be the death of the Romanian nation, urging everybody to avoid the temptation of the so-
called Hungarian freedoms, which were a poisoned fruit.12 

In other words, Lupaş clearly saw the revolutionary movement of 1848 as a model for 
the following generations, and the foundation of the great achievement of the memo-
rable year 1918.

Another commentator of the events of 1918, Ion Clopoþel—a historian and an active 
participant in the completion of the union, today practically unknown to generations 
of historians—managed to skillfully capture the essence of the Transylvanian Romanian 
political struggle in the modern era. He clearly placed the Great Union in the context of 
the complex and lengthy process that began in the 18th century and had the revolution 
of 1848 as its culminating point: 

The political struggle was focused on one objective: the full implementation of the indepen-
dence program of 1848, a reiteration of our old self-determination and self-governance 
agenda. Transylvanian politics is defined by the principles of peasant democracy. The efforts 
of Transylvanian scholars are aimed at a peasant democracy.13 
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Clopoþel thus placed the events of 1918 in the wake of the Revolution of 1848, high-
lighting the important role of the elites in the civic-democratic and national education of 
the masses, where a significant contribution was also that of the church, both Orthodox 
and Greek Catholic.

A relatively similar approach is that of Vasile Netea, who also wrote a piece about the 
day of 1 December 1918. The historian repeatedly referred to the spirit of the Revolu-
tion of 1848, identifying the similarities between the organization of the Great Assem-
bly of Alba Iulia and that of Blaj. Netea wrote about the manner in which the young 
Romanian Transylvanian students began to set up teams in the autumn of 1918, just like 
they had done in 1848, and travelled all over Transylvania in an attempt to mobilize the 
people.14 The same Vasile Netea also provides us with an account of the creation of the 
Romanian National Council of Blaj, in early November of 1918, when young militants 
directed the crowds towards Liberty Plain, where 

a student, Octavian Hodârnãu, the chairman of the Inocenþiu Micu Clain book club, de-
livered a moving evocative speech, followed by a resounding “Romanians, Awaken!” sung by 
the grandsons of those who had sung it with similar enthusiasm in 1848 . . . The dream of 
the revolutionists of 1848 had been fulfilled! The symbol of victory was the flag raised on the 
belfry of the cathedral in which, 70 years before, Simion Bãrnuþiu had delivered his speech.15 

It was no accident that Liberty Plain was chosen as the place where the regional political-
national body was established, because all contemporaries systematically associated that 
place with the beginning of the national emancipation of the Romanians (social emanci-
pation in a first stage and then, gradually, on a cultural and political level).

Liviu Maior, one of the leading specialists of the past few decades in the modern 
history of Transylvania, in a monograph devoted to the Revolution of 1848 in Transyl-
vania, contended that during the events in question there emerged 

a number of fundamental issues regarding the development of Transylvanian society in the 
direction of modernity . . . This desideratum, clearly expressed in 1848, of national unity 
or autonomy, was the driving force behind political movements until the year 1918. For the 
first time, the multinational Habsburg Empire was violently challenged by the new ideologi-
cal forces. The post-revolutionary period saw the attempts of the middle class, of the intellec-
tuals, to provide a foundation to political organizations grounded in the popular consensus, 
expressed by way of the franchise. Just like they had done during the revolution, presently 
they militated for a reconstruction of the political system and of the state based upon the 
principle of nationalities and upon liberalism. This created a constant pressure seeking a 
redefinition of the political map of the continent.16 

Indeed, in 1848 the struggle for freedom and national unity of the nations of Central 
and Eastern Europe sought a major political and administrative rearrangement of the 
map of Europe, which truly came to pass only after the Great War. The same historian, 
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in a recent paper devoted to one of the main architects of Greater Romania, argued that 
in Transylvania, during the Revolution of 1848, 

for the first time, new actors filled the political arena, coming from social classes and cat-
egories deemed ‘unfit’ to participate in the work of state institutions. Civil liberties and the 
modern political language became better known, even if their actual meaning was not easily 
grasped. It was the beginning of a slow and lengthy process of “politicization,” of the integra-
tion of the general population into the identity-driven trend. The revolution, as a dramatic 
moment for all inhabitants of Transylvania, remained present in the memory of the local 
communities, providing a foundation to the political-national endeavors . . . The Romanian 
elites took up the political and social program of the revolutionists, seeking to quickly rally 
their fellow nationals, presently socially free, to the cause of national identity . . . Their main 
proposal involved the creation of a “Romanian national body” in the Empire, consisting of 
Transylvania, Banat, and Bukovina, a structure which, they hoped, would eventually also 
include the Romanians in Moldavia and Wallachia.17 

2. The Blaj Assembly, Culminating Point  
of the Revolution of 1848 

Nowadays, historians no longer question the statement whereby the Blaj Na-
tional Assembly of 3/15–5/17 May 1848 was the most important episode of  
1848–1849 for the Romanians in Transylvania. Without denying the impor-

tance of the third September rally, or even of the first rally on the Sunday of St. Thomas, 
of other peaceful or bellicose episodes of those years, we have to acknowledge that the 
May assembly was the supreme manifestation of the Romanian nation in Transylvania 
in the days of the revolution.18 This rally was attended by approximately 40,000 people, 
most of them peasants from all counties of Transylvania, without forgetting the revolu-
tionists coming from Moldavia and Wallachia. The people assembled swore allegiance to 
the Romanian nation, to the motherland and to the emperor in Vienna, and adopted the 
16 points program of the Romanian revolution, in a document titled “Petiþiunea na þio-
nalã” (The national petition). The principles of the program adopted in Blaj reflect the 
Romantic concepts of state and nation, which makes it similar to the other programs 
of the European democratic revolution. In its point 1, the program demanded national 
independence for the Romanian nation and rights equal to those of the other nations in 
Transylvania. Other demands included the abolition of serfdom without any compensa-
tion exacted from the peasants, economic and political freedoms, the end of censorship, 
education at all levels in the Romanian language, etc. Point 16 requested the summon-
ing of a constituent assembly of the province, with all nations represented (including the 
Romanians), which would discuss the issue of the union between Transylvania and Hun-
gary. A significant step forward in the organization of the Romanian revolution was the 
establishment in Blaj of a National Committee, which was to operate in the city of Sibiu. 
The national ideology, grounded in the principles of liberalism, of the social reforms that 
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had to be implemented, provided a common platform for the joint actions undertaken by 
the elites and the peasantry, not only during the three days of the National Assembly, but 
throughout the entire Revolution of 1848–1849.19 The program drawn up here would re-
main almost unchanged throughout the following period, experiencing only slight adjust-
ments as a consequence of the various developments experienced by the empire in 1849. 
The joint actions undertaken by the elites and the peasant masses, the total confidence of 
the latter in the new generation of secular leaders who had unselfishly put themselves en-
tirely in their service, remained a valuable asset not until the end of the revolution, but also 
in the decades that followed. The importance of this moment was understood both by 
those who were present in Blaj in 1848 and by those who analyzed the Blaj assembly from 
the vantage point of historical anthropology. The Romanian revolutionary program, as 
featured in the “National Petition” and launched at the National Assembly of Blaj, 

became imperiously necessary, legitimate and messianic, because it was seen as stemming 
from the Romanian popular will. Consequently, the responsibility for assuming it was now 
incumbent upon the entire Romanian Nation, which became the collective Redeemer, sym-
bolically tasked with ensuring the triumph of the revolutionary cause . . . Blessed with this 
mandate from the Nation, the National Assembly of May 1848 launched a messianic proj-
ect, laying the solid foundations of the future happiness of the national community . . .  
General happiness, public good, redeeming principles—liberty, equality, fraternity—are of-
fered as priority values, as new codes of conduct for the Romanian Nation. Evangelical 
symbols long entrenched in the religious register of the collective mentality, these values are 
presently endowed with the attribute of sacredness also in the political field.20

Similarly, by analogy with the Revolution of 1848, the Great National Assembly of Alba 
Iulia held on 1 December 1918 was the culminating point of the unionist struggle of 
the autumn of 1918. Representative Alexandru Vaida-Voevod’s reading in the Budapest 
parliament on 18 October of the declaration of independence drawn up in Oradea on 
12 October 1918 by the Executive Committee of the Romanian National Party, the cre-
ation of the Romanian National Council, or the negotiations with the representatives of 
the Hungarian government held in Arad or 13–14 November pale by comparison with 
the symbolic value acquired by the assembly held in Alba Iulia. The democratic manner 
in which the union was decided, the massive participation of the population living on 
the entire territory that joined Romania, the complexity of the truly democratic reform 
agenda of the Union Resolution, which practically foreshadowed an entirely new orga-
nization for the young unitary Romanian state, etc., all combine to bestow a distinct 
quality upon the event of 1918. Among specialists and in the eyes of the general public, 
the union between Transylvania and Romania is associated first and foremost with the 
familiar image of the crowds assembled on Horea’s Plain, waving tricolor flags, and 
with the photograph of Vasile Goldiş reading the Union Resolution in the building of 
the Officers’ Club. In the collective mentality, the union is almost universally associated 
with the Great National Assembly of Alba Iulia of 1 December 1918. In this respect, the 
most moving and illustrative description of this event is that provided by an eyewitness, 
ten years after the union: 
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On the nearby field the people were waiting for the representatives of the Assembly. The con-
tent of the message was not expected to surprise, as it was known beforehand. But they craved 
a kind word, something they had not heard in four years, and that was something they were 
eagerly awaiting. All past suffering, all the humiliations and the pointless sacrifices on the 
battlefield, all these open wounds needed a soothing balm. Four speakers, clergymen and 
intellectuals, took the floor letting it be known to the four corners of the world that God had 
welcomed our pure sacrifice and had listened to our repeated prayers. Thousands of people 
cheered, lifted their caps, waved flags, like an old forest stirring back to life. And the Holy 
Spirit was upon them . . . Hundreds of thousands of people were present there in Alba Iulia, 
body and soul, but in fact the souls of all Romanians were there. The moment of revival was 
decided by the entire nation.21

It is no accident that the generations that came after the Revolution of 1848 sought 
to keep it as a symbol in the Romanian public conscience. Regardless of the general 
political context, with more gusto and aplomb, or more discreetly and in a soft-spoken 
manner, so as not to draw the attention of the Austrian or Hungarian authorities, after 
1850 the Transylvanian Romanians kept a pious memory of the Blaj National Assembly 
of 3 May 1848, wrote articles and poems, sang Romanians, Awaken!, flew the tricolor 
flag, etc., using the anniversaries of this event to animate the spirit of national unity.22

The appreciation for the role played by the youth in the revolution, so manifest in 
1848–1849,23 remained constant during the decades that came after the revolution. The 
periodic commemoration, especially on anniversary dates, of the events occurred in Blaj 
in May of 1848, always provided an opportunity to highlight the role played by the 
youth in the revolution. The following example is relevant in this respect, coming from 
a 1898 issue of the newspaper Unirea (The Union) which featured a front page piece 
titled “Rolul tinerimii” (The role of the youth): 

The Romanian youth of 1848 will forever be the ideal model of future generations. During 
those times of national revival, these youths carried out a truly apostolic mission . . . It was 
the youth who brought the peasants to the assembly. The groups of Romanians walking 
towards the venue of the assembly were all lead by a young man, who spoke to them about 
human rights, which also had to be enjoyed by Romanians. During the assembly of 3/15 
May they were the honor guard, they were the captains of the Romanian groups. Their com-
mands were gladly obeyed by the loving peasants, who were ready to follow them come what 
may. It would be hard to picture something more impressive than this close alliance between 
the youths and the assembled crowds. The names of Iancu, Moldovan, Buteanu and of others 
like them shall always be cherished by Romanians and our youths shall always draw inspira-
tion and enthusiasm from the achievements of the generation of 1848.24
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3. The Activity of the Blaj Assembly
3.1. The Symbolism of Unity 

A s unity is the central topic of our approach, in what follows we shall focus main-
ly on the manner in which the protagonists of the events of 1848 perceived, at 
that time or in retrospect, the issue of national unity beyond denominational 

differences. The national imperatives persuaded the Romanian elite in Transylvania to 
set unity above denominational differences and above personal or institutional pride. 
The Blaj assembly on the Sunday of St. Thomas (18/30 April 1848) once again high-
lighted the need for a concerted national effort. In his synthesis, George Bariþiu wrote 
that one day after this first Blaj assembly

Bãrnuþ and Cipariu reached an agreement on the next gathering, scheduled to take place 
on 15 May. Their purpose was to make everybody swallow their pride, forget the past, or at 
least not reopen old wounds; the clergy and all decent men of Blaj were expected to come to 
an understanding with the members of the Sibiu consistory. The same reconciliation was 
envisaged when it came to the two bishops.25 

It would seem that the efforts of the national leaders, both Greek Catholic and Ortho-
dox, were successful, because the second Blaj assembly, of 3/15–5/17 May 1848, was 
a show of unity between the ecclesiastical leaders of the two denominations, positively 
appreciated by those present at the gathering and also later on. Thus, on the celebration 
of fifty years since the Blaj assembly of May 1848, the May 1898 issue of the newspaper 
Unirea published a comprehensive text devoted to the event in question, and the last 
subtitle of the piece was “Momente de înãlþare” (Moments of elation). The columnist of 
the official publication of the Greek Catholic Metropolitan See expressed his admiration 
for the wisdom displayed by the two bishops in the spring of 1848: 

The moment of elation occurred when the two bishops, Lemenyi and Şaguna, exchanged 
a brotherly hug before a gathering of tens of thousands. Thus, they consecrated the eternal 
unity of feelings and the national brotherhood without which no people can hope for a better 
future. Priests bearing great crosses led this peaceful host to Liberty Plain and there they 
sowed the seeds of the future greatness of our people, provided that we continue to uphold our 
church and our nation.26

A similar opinion on the need to prioritize unity of action over religious differences came 
from an important Orthodox political leader, long after the Revolution of 1848. In a 
speech delivered in Blaj on 29 August 1911, at the annual meeting of the Society for the 
Romanian Theater Fund, Ioan Mihu expressed his admiration for the generation of ’48: 

We have many great and cherished memories connected to this corner of our Transylvania . . . 
but one particular event must necessarily be mentioned here, for I believe it to be extremely 
important, extremely instructive, and extremely dear too all Romanians. I am referring to 
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the extraordinary example of Romanian solidarity that was witnessed here on that eternally 
memorable day of 3/15 May, when our forefathers, understanding the imperatives of that 
time, set aside all petty considerations and interests and came together, over hill and dale, 
under the wise guidance of the leaders of the two sister churches, the bishops Şaguna and 
Lemenyi. Hand in hand, shoulder to shoulder, they conferred in a spirit of brotherhood and 
then struggled to achieve the holy grail of our national redemption.27

3.2. The “Denominational Balance”  
in Leadership Positions between 1848 and 1918

Despite certain personal and institutional animosities between the two Romanian de-
nominations that had manifested themselves during the modern era, both the religious 
and the secular leaders usually tried to ensure a certain balance in terms of public vis-
ibility and in terms of holding leadership positions in the Romanian cultural and politi-
cal movement. This type of responsible behavior could be seen from the Revolution of 
1848 all the way to the Great Union. The second national assembly of Blaj, the one of 
May 1848, also saw the creation of a National Committee called upon to coordinate the 
activity of the Romanian militants and represent the nation in the relation with the local 
and the Viennese authorities. In Blaj, in May 1848, the elected chairman of this commit-
tee was the Orthodox Bishop Andrei Şaguna, and the deputy chairman was the Greek 
Catholic Simion Bãrnuþiu (the committee included people like Al. Papiu Ilarian, George 
Bariþiu, Aron Pumnul, Constantin Roman, a. o., both Orthodox and Greek Catholic).

A similar balance in the representation of the two denominations could also be seen 
in the structures of the Romanian civil society in Transylvania. Over the years, for tacti-
cal reasons, both Orthodox and Greek Catholics were elected to chair the astra (the 
most important cultural institution of the Transylvanian Romanians until the union), 
starting with Bishop and then Metropolitan Bishop Andrei Şaguna (1861–1867), the 
Greek Catholic Vasile Ladislau Pop (1867–1875), the Orthodox Iacob Bologa (1875–
1877), the Greek Catholic Timotei Cipariu (1877–1887), the Greek Catholic George 
Bariþiu (1888–1893), the Greek Catholic Ioan Micu-Moldovan (1893–1901), the Or-
thodox Alexandru Mocsonyi (1901–1904), the Greek Catholic Iosif Sterca-Şuluþiu 
(1904–1911) and the Orthodox Andrei Bârseanu (1911–1922). The principle of bal-
ance was also followed in the case of the deputy chairmen, and an Orthodox chairman 
would have a Uniate (Greek Catholic) deputy chair. In 1905, Nicolae Iorga accurately 
pointed out that

from the very beginning the Association belonged to both Şaguna and Şuluþiu, to those 
from both Blaj and Sibiu, to both Greek Catholics and Orthodox. This is its main and most 
cherished feature.28 

This was a clear recognition of the fact that the national idea had taken precedence over 
denominational differences, consecrating what Simion Bãrnuþiu had asked of the Ro-
manians in his speech held on 2/14 May 1848 in the Blaj cathedral, namely, to choose 
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national unity over religious divisions. The leaders in Arad followed the model of the 
astra when they gathered together to establish the Arad National Association for the 
Culture of the Romanian People, in the spring of 1863. Consequently, the man elected 
as chairman of the Arad association was the Orthodox Bishop of Arad, Procopie Ivaci-
covici, and the deputy chairman was the Greek Catholic canon of Lugoj, Mihail Naghy. 
The national character of these cultural institutions was also understood and perceived 
as such by the people of that time. Unable to attend the constituent assembly of the 
Arad National Association on 30 April 1863, a group of Romanian community leaders 
from the region of Zarand sent their congratulations to the association, in a letter that 
contained the same ideas of national and social solidarity: “The new association does not 
belong to the Uniates or to the Orthodox, to aristocrats or democrats, it belongs to all 
Romanians, from all walks of life.”29

An example illustrative of the efforts undertaken by the Romanian leaders to bring 
together the two denominations in the service of the national cause comes from 1907 
and 1908. The Transylvanian Alexandru Vaida-Voevod who, alongside Aurel C.  
Popovici of Banat, had been accepted in the political entourage of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand, the heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary, insistently pleaded for the inclu-
sion of Miron Cristea and Augustin Bunea in the Belvedere circle, a group of politicians 
and clergymen close to the archduke. Vaida-Voevod talked to adviser Alexander Brosch 
about his desire to gain the support of both Romanian denominations for his political-
national project. Franz Ferdinand accepted the two clergymen and treated them equally. 
Furthermore, at the proposal of both Brosch and Vaida, he even suggested the possibil-
ity of them “receiving a miter” at some point in the future. In fact, shortly afterwards, in 
1909, Miron Cristea was appointed bishop of Caransebeş, following diocesan elections 
that saw the involvement of the Hungarian authorities and of some Viennese circles 
close to Franz Ferdinand. Unfortunately, Augustin Bunea (whom many saw as the pos-
sible metropolitan bishop of Blaj) died that year, ending far too early a career that could 
have brought many benefits not only to the Greek Catholic Romanians, but to the Ro-
manian nation as a whole.30

It was therefore no accident that the same principle of denominational balance in 
public positions was followed in the autumn of 1918. In the current state of our knowl-
edge, it is difficult to say whether this was deliberate or not. We tend to believe that 
things happened the way they did by force of habit, after decades of balanced distribu-
tion of public offices within the Romanian nation in Transylvania, as an example of 
maturity and responsibility provided by the Romanian political elites of this province.

3.3. The Model of the Blaj Assembly and of the Revolution of 1848  
in the National Movement and in the Public Conscience Until the Union

The annual commemoration of the great events occurred in Transylvania in 1848–1849 
became a constant component of the collective memory in the decades after the Revo-
lution of 1848. The National Assembly of 3/15 May 1848 and the spirit of ’48 were 
annually celebrated in Blaj, on the original site of the assembly. At some point, no 
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one knows exactly when, a stone was erected on Liberty Plain, symbolically reminding 
people of what had happened there. Later on, the small marble monument built in the 
years immediately after the revolution was replaced by a larger commemorative stone, 
a commanding obelisk located in front of the Blaj gymnasium, where students as well 
as ordinary inhabitants of Blaj would gather to celebrate the heroes of the Romanian 
revolution.31 To illustrate the attachment of the later generations to the symbol of the 
Revolution of 1848, we shall present an event occurred in the spring of 1883: 

The Târnava Mare River flooded the whole of Liberty Plain, and the stone was likely to be 
buried in silt. Informed by a classmate that “The Liberty Stone is in danger,” in the evening 
of 3/15 May 1883 the gymnasium students—more precisely, those in year seven—decided 
to drag it to a sheltered area further afield. 36 students from all years responded to the call, 
and at around 10 in the evening they went to Liberty Plain. Two of them later mentioned 
this episode in their memoirs: “We started working, with spades and shovels. We had a lot 
to dig, as the stone was buried deep, to half its height. We dug it up and cleared the earth 
around it, roots and all, and with tremendous effort we tried to lift it. Under this stone we 
found a smaller one, of hewn marble. All together we rolled the big stone, a real giant, for 
about 60 paces starting from its initial emplacement. We dug another hole, just as deep as 
the original one, pushed the stone inside and laid the smaller stone right next to it. The work 
done, we laid the flag over the stone. Two of the students hired help from the village . . . gave 
the man two florins to take care of the flag and guard it for the whole day of 3/15 May, and 
return it to us in the evening. At 2 am we began singing Romanians, Awaken!, and when 
we got to the verse about the priests holding the crosses high, the theology students, who had 
woken up early and heard us sing, joined us in the garden of the seminary and we all sang, 
at the top of our lungs, We prefer a glorious death in battle to being once again slaves 
on our ancestral land.” In the morning, the gendarmes seized the flag and sent a report 
to their superiors, and the authorities in Budapest started an inquiry.32 

This monument, alongside the so-called Cross of Iancu on Vineyard Hill, located near 
Blaj, would become a place of pilgrimage on the anniversary of 3/15 May. This did not 
go unnoticed by the authorities and by some Hungarians who were bothered by the 
expressions of national identity coming from the Romanian inhabitants of the town, 
whenever they celebrated the Revolution of 1848. The two monuments, albeit modest 
in both size and artistry, were seen by the Romanians as symbols that “reminded the 
Romanians of their dreams of freedom, of national independence,” and therefore the 
authorities could not accept that “Romanians would celebrate their own struggle for 
freedom.”33 Eventually, in the night of 16/17 November 1908, “unknown criminals” 
blew up both the stone on Liberty Plain and the Cross. Of course, this outrage generat-
ed much excitement among the Romanians and the press of that time provided detailed 
reports on what had happened in Blaj. Iuliu Maniu, a member of parliament, submitted 
a question to the government in this regard. Maybe prophetically, the poet and profes-
sor Andrei Bârseanu wrote a poem which somewhat anticipated the events that, just a 
decade later, would bring freedom to the Romanians in Transylvania: 
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They crushed the commemorative stone
Of the time when the tribunes foretold our revival
But the vile madmen rejoice in vain:
They broke the stone, but freedom lives!
They also broke the cross, the holy symbol of the faith
Of a people desirous of brighter days
But to no avail, you ghosts with malicious hearts:
You cannot stop the coming dawn.34

The commemoration of the Assembly of 3/15 May 1848 also went beyond the mere 
confines of the town of Blaj, and across the whole of Transylvania national Romanian 
feelings were expressed either publicly or in a more discreet fashion. In the first years 
after the revolution, in the wake of neo-absolutism, everything was kept relatively low 
key, but the memory of the revolution was still fresh in the hearts and minds of the 
contemporaries. Ten years after the assembly on Liberty Plain, the Romanian leaders 
favored caution. The same could not be said, however, for the students of Blaj, denizens 
of what had been in 1848 a Mecca of all Romanians, the place where their discontent 
was formulated and expressed. The youth had played an important role at the time of 
the revolution, and the same youth believed that honor demanded a celebration of those 
heroic days. Thus, in the evening of 2/14 May 1858, celebrations began in the courtyard 
of St. Basil’s High School, commemorating the National Assembly of May 1848. The 
students and their class tutors gathered together, bearing torches, and proceeded to 
march though the city singing the March of Iancu, Romanians, Awaken! and other songs. 
On the way back, a rostrum was erected in front of the cathedral and several students 
spoke about the significance of the event they were celebrating.35

The first major political action taken against the dual regime by the Transylvanian 
Romanians, the Pronouncement of Blaj, came exactly in May of 1868, two decades after 
the Great National Assembly of 3/15 May 1848.36 The newspaper Federaþiunea (The 
Federation) highlighted the importance of celebrating the day of 3/15 May, which it 
deemed “sacred to all Romanian hearts; on this day of national celebration . . . 20 years 
ago we broke the shackles binding our nation,” and the memory of that day “would 
remain alive for as long as a single Romanian still lives on this Earth.”37 The young stu-
dents played an important role in the preservation in the public awareness of the Roma-
nians of the positive experience of the Revolution of 1848. In Transylvania or in other, 
more distant parts of the empire, the students found various ways to celebrate the day 
of 3 May 1848. A relevant example for the frame of mind and for the mobilization of 
the youth with a view to properly celebrating the Blaj assembly comes from an account 
published in 1878 in the periodical Familia (The Family):

Just like in previous years, the day of 3/15 May stirred much enthusiasm in the hearts of the 
Romanian students in Vienna. 

Far from their country and among strangers, they nevertheless followed the Romanian 
custom of celebrating their anniversary days. 
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At eight o’clock in the morning several youths, wearing their finest clothes, went to the 
church of the garrison, where the elderly Father Popovici held a requiem for the martyrs of 
the Revolution of 1848 . . . Then the youths headed for the railway station and took a train 
to the village of Hinterbrüll38 where other celebrations were scheduled to take place, joined 
at the last minute by the elderly priest, in full dress uniform, sporting the two medals he had 
gained in battle during 30 years of military service. Upon seeing this Nestor, we all began to 
sing about “the priests holding the cross high, leading a Christian host.” Then, on the new 
liberty plain, we sang traditional songs, “Romanians, Awaken!,” we heard speeches and 
eulogies devoted to Bãrnuþiu, Iancu, Buteanu, etc.39

Between 1849 and the First World War, the staunchest promoters of the memory of the 
revolution were the students attending the schools of Transylvania or other schools and 
universities in the empire. A good example in this respect is the manuscript publication 
Steaua mãrii (The starfish), issued over several decades by the Alexi-Şincai Literary Reli-
gious Association of the Romanian students of the Greek Catholic Theological Seminary 
of Gherla. Every year, the Gherla students celebrated the events of 3/15 May, usually 
singing Romanians, Awaken!, La Marseillaise and other songs, reciting poems and deliv-
ering moving speeches about the heroes of 1848–1849 or about the political-national 
program of the generation of 1848. Mircea Popa described very well the role played by 
the students of the Gherla Seminary, and by other Romanian students in Transylvania:

The young members of the Association saw it as their duty to carry on the ideals of this 
struggle. Many of the poems published in the magazine are calls to arms, seeking to mobilize 
the nation against the oppressors.40 

As over the years this periodical featured many poems and articles devoted to the Revo-
lution of 1848, it helped preserve a genuine cult of this fundamental moment in the 
revival of the Romanian nation. From a historical point of view, beyond the literary 
quality of these poems, not always of the highest caliber, what matters was their mes-
sage, their formative role. For instance, the poem “La 3/15 Mai 1848” (On 3/15 May 
1848) written by clergyman L. B. Gheþie, which had a quote from Andrei Mureşanu 
as its motto, celebrated the struggle for freedom of the Transylvanian Romanians in 
1848, mentioned some of the legendary figures of the revolution and, first and fore-
most, praised the spirit of brotherhood: 

Today, holding hands like brothers on Liberty Plain
Bãrnuþiu, Buteanu and Iancu, the heroes of truth
Alongside many others, driven by lofty feelings
Rush to end the enslavement of their brethren
To you, mighty shadows, martyrs of freedom
We wish happiness in the afterworld
And pledge our eternal gratitude
Your song we shall keep in our Romanian hearts!41
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The author openly admires the spirit of brotherhood displayed by the Romanians 
gathered on the Blaj Liberty Plain on 3/15 May 1848, when the two bishops, Orthodox 
and Greek Catholic, exchanged a hug in sight of the crowd, providing a model of nation-
al unity to be followed by the Transylvanian Romanians, irrespective of denomination.

In Transylvania, the ceremonies dedicated to the day of 3 May were seen as an at-
tempt to outshine the events organized by the Hungarian authorities to celebrate 15 
March. Quite often, the Hungarian authorities and even the general public perceived 
the events held by the Romanian youth as hostile actions. For instance, such tensions 
were manifest in Cluj in the year 1884, when the Iulia Student Association celebrated 
3 May and the Hungarian students resorted to violence against their Romanian coun-
terparts, and the homes of some local leaders (Iuliu Coroianu, Aurel Isac, a. o.) were 
vandalized.42 This was hardly an isolated case, and in many Transylvanian towns the fre-
quency of such incidents increased as the turn of the century drew near, proving that the 
Hungarian authorities and a significant part of the Hungarian general public were not 
willing to accept the assertions of identity coming from the other nations living in Dual 
Austria-Hungary, which were demographically in the majority in their home territories 
but were politically dominated by Budapest. Furthermore, on the semi-centennial of 
the Revolution of 1848, fearing that huge rallies could foster anti-government messages 
or actions among the Romanians, the authorities banned any celebration of the revolu-
tion, in Blaj and in other towns, in the early days of May. However, this restriction did 
not prevent the leaders of the Transylvanian Romanians from expressing their opinions 
and from celebrating the Revolution of 1848 in the press, in defiance of the censorship 
and at the risk of being prosecuted for their press pieces. Furthermore, an article titled 
“Dupã cincizeci de ani” (Fifty years on), featured in the 2/14 May 1898 issue of Tri-
buna, ended on a prophetic note:

On this day of celebration for our nation, no power in the world could prevent us from 
determinedly refreshing our thoughts and firmly directing them towards a struggle and a 
labor intended to strengthen our national conscience and to bring about the victory of the 
Romanian nation.43

The measure taken by the Hungarian government backfired. As the celebrations could 
not be properly held in Blaj or in the other towns of Transylvania, “by way of com-
pensation, the festivities were transferred across the Carpathians, where they became a 
national celebration.”44 The success and the magnitude of the solidarity displayed by the 
Romanians living in the Old Kingdom towards their Transylvanian brethren were the 
result of the dedicated and thorough preparatory work done by the Cultural League, 
and also had a lot to do with the enthusiasm showed by the students, who thus foiled 
the plans of the Liberal government to reduce the profile of the rallies held in support 
of the Transylvanian Romanians (in that academic year, the government in Bucharest 
sought to tone down the celebrations dedicated to 3 May 1848 for diplomatic reasons, 
as Romania had joined the Triple Alliance and was very carefully handling the diplo-
matic relations with Austria-Hungary). At the two rallies held in Bucharest in support 
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of the Transylvanian Romanians, the keynote speakers were leading personalities from 
the Old Kingdom (Barbu Ştefãnescu Delavrancea, Ionel Grãdişteanu), while in Iaşi the 
floor was given to a Transylvanian, Aron Densuşianu, a reputed literary historian, poet 
and folklorist who was teaching literature at Iaşi University (he also led a group of stu-
dents to the consulate of Austria-Hungary, where they protested against the Romanian 
government’s ban on 3 May celebrations). Smaller towns like Galaþi, Brãila, Ploieşti, 
Craiova, Bârlad, Piteşti, Caracal, Buzãu, etc. also hosted similar rallies, fostering national 
solidarity.45

Considering the passion with which the Romanian students celebrated the memory 
of the Revolution of 1848, the press pieces, the documents and the memoirs published 
in the second half of the 19th century in Transilvania, a magazine of the astra, as well as 
in other periodicals, it is not surprising that the Transylvanian generation of the Great 
Union was “contaminated” by the model of the generation of 1848, and the revolution-
ary program of Blaj was a recurrent presence in the approaches adopted by the Ro-
manian political leaders. Alexandru Vaida-Voevod, a leading Transylvanian Romanian 
politician at the turn of the century and during the Great War, became a member of 
the România Junã (Young Romania) student association in Vienna, which he eventu-
ally came to chair. Together with other Romanian colleagues studying in the imperial 
capital—natives of Transylvania, Bukovina, or the Old Kingdom—he became involved 
in the political-cultural struggle of his native community, standing out for his intel-
ligence and for his diplomatic and organizational skills. The testimonies of many of his 
colleagues present Vaida as an “organizer of the students, of the Romanian colony in 
Vienna, taking care every year of the celebrations devoted to the Revolution of 1848 
and always held on 15 May.” Also, these generations of students later became opinion 
leaders for their original communities, organizing local events that celebrated the events 
of 1848 and transposed in other contexts the political program outlined in 1848.

It is little surprising that Aurel C. Popovici, an outstanding leader and ideologist of 
the Transylvanian Romanians at the turn of the century, as well as a close collaborator 
of Alexandru Vaida-Voevod, in the memorandum drawn up in Berlin in 1914 at the 
request of the state secretary of the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, followed closely 
the guidelines set by the Blaj political program of 1848. It has been accurately pointed 
out that 

the memorandum drawn up by Popovici is strikingly similar to the famous speech delivered 
by Simion Bãrnuþiu in the Blaj cathedral on 2 May 1848. The structure is similar, tak-
ing the form of an imagined dialogue, this time with Hungarian Prime Minister István 
Tisza.46 

Aurel C. Popovici makes a brief incursion into history and outlines the permanence 
of the political and national objectives embraced by the Romanians, from the Revolu-
tion of 1848 to the actions and the struggle that the Romanians had to wage after the 
Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867, which unfortunately failed to bring any posi-
tive change to their status: 
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as you can see, in 1914 we say the same things and request the same rights, being in the 
same unfortunate situation we experienced in 1848 and in 1867, defending ourselves, for 
the passing of time cannot erase our right to a national life.47

The case of Vaida-Voevod and of his colleagues in the Romanian National Party in the 
autumn of 1914 is fully illustrative of the endurance over decades of the program of 
1848. Both the “Declaration” drawn up in Oradea on 12 October 1918 and the speech 
delivered by Vaida in the Budapest Parliament on 18 October 1918 show 

the evolution of the fundamental concepts underpinning the Romanian national-political 
actions, starting with the year 1848, when Simion Bãrnuþiu’s idea of a “National As-
sembly” bestowed a democratic character upon the decisions made on the basis of popular 
involvement, of genuine plebiscite. In fact, the annual celebrations dedicated to the Blaj 
Assembly managed to pass on, from one generation to the next, this manner of expressing 
the will of the Romanian people. These two fundamental documents decisively set in motion 
the construction of a united Romania.48 

Those who participated in the Great Union were keenly aware of this continuity. Thus, 
on 12/25 October 1918, impressed by Vaida-Voevod’s reading of the Declaration of 
Independence, the Greek Catholic vicar Iacob Popa, who had sought refuge in the Old 
Kingdom in the autumn of 1916, wrote in his memoirs: 

the ideal behind our political struggle has always been the unification of the entire Roma-
nian nation into a single realm. It would be totally absurd to have two Romanian countries, 
capable of being one but failing to do so. Thus, Mr. Vaida’s declaration marks the beginning 
of the achievement of our political program and aspirations which, since 1848, have been 
actually driven by the pursuit of unification. From this point of view, the declaration of the 
Romanian National Party read by Vaida is a political document just as important as Ro-
mania’s declaration of war.

Equally important in this context is the fact that during the negotiations held in Arad on 
13–14 November 1918 by the Romanian Central National Council and the representa-
tives of the Hungarian government, Iuliu Maniu, who had arrived after the beginning 
of the meeting, told the Hungarian representatives led by Oszkár Jászi:

The Romanians request that their rights be recognized on the factual basis of their ex-
istence as a geographically compact nation, with clearly distinct common traditions and 
aspirations, and they also request this recognition on the basis of the historical rights of the 
Romanian nation, which we cannot elaborate upon right now for reasons of time, but whose 
existence is manifest in all the political declarations made since 1848. Our legitimacy as 
true representatives of genuine aspirations comes from the wide democratic basis of our party 
organization, presently strengthened by the participation of the socialist party, and also from 
the fact that since 1848, when the pragmatic political program of the Romanian nation 
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was proclaimed, this party has been a staunch promoter of this political program, recognized 
by the entire Romanian people and by all politicians as the political credo of the Romanian 
nation.49 

Conclusions

These are but a few examples of the endurance of the model of 1848 with the 
Transylvanian Romanian political elites until 1918. The constant references to 
the founding moment represented by the Revolution of 1848, made by the lead-

ers but also by a general public educated in the spirit of the national struggle, had dual 
significance for the contemporaries. The autonomist political agenda was constantly 
reiterated in response to the Hungarian attempts to annex Transylvania, which met 
with success in 1867. Also, the political and national objective of equal rights for the 
Romanians remained a desideratum until the Great Union. Finally, the preservation of 
the model of 1848 led to the general belief among the Transylvanian Romanians that 
only an insurrection, an armed struggle or at least a mobilization in force could ensure 
the complete success of the national program. Steeped in this combative spirit and in 
the memory of the glorious, heroic struggle of Avram Iancu against a Hungarian revolu-
tionary army unable to subdue the “fortress” of the Western Carpathians,50 in November 
1918 the Transylvanian Romanians quickly mobilized and were able to set up an institu-
tional framework (the Romanian Central National Council of Arad and the county and 
local national councils), assuming administrative control of the province and creating 
their own military (the national guard) which defended the lives and the property of all 
inhabitants of Transylvania.

In order to illustrate once more the deep symbolic association of the Blaj assembly of 
May 1848 with the cult of the nation and its symbolism, we shall present here the epi-
sode of the landing in Blaj, on 10/23 November 1918, of a Romanian airplane coming 
from Bacãu, flown by Lieutenant Vasile Nicolescu. His passenger was Transylvanian-
born Captain Vasile Precup, who carried a message from the Romanian Army Chiefs 
of Staff notifying the Romanian National Council about the imminent crossing of the 
Carpathians by the Romanian army. Given the importance of the message and of the 
moment itself, Blaj lawyer Ionel Pop (a nephew of Iuliu Maniu) handed Lieutenant 
Vasile Nicolescu a stone fragment from the monument erected on the Blaj Liberty Plain 
in memory of the Revolution of 1848, which had been blown up by Hungarian chau-
vinists.51 The fact that the Transylvanian Romanians had collected the fragments pro-
duced by the explosion of 1908 and kept them as holy relics clearly demonstrates their 
profound veneration for the Revolution of 1848 and for the monument dedicated to the 
National Assembly of Blaj.

The fact that the May 1848 Blaj assembly and the December 1918 assembly of Alba 
Iulia acquired mythical-symbolic dimensions in the Romanian collective mentality, as 
demonstrated with irrefutable arguments by many historians of the past hundred years, 
highlights them as unique moments in the modern history of the Transylvanian Ro-
manians. For the contemporaries, both events were surrounded by a mythical aura, as 
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seminal moments of the Romanian revival. A significant component of the comparative 
approach to the national assemblies of Blaj and Alba Iulia is the analysis of the histori-
cal framework, of the attitudes displayed by the authorities (Austrian and Hungarian in 
1848, and Hungarian only in 1918), of the forces involved in the popular mobilization 
and of their role in social and political communication in 1848 and 1918, of the immedi-
ate antecedents, etc.
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Abstract
The National Assembly of Blaj of 3/15–5/17 May 1848  

in the Symbolism of the Romanian National Identity Project Until 1918

The annual commemoration of the great events occurred in Transylvania in 1848–1849 became 
a constant component of the collective memory in the decades after the Revolution of 1848. The 
National Assembly of 3/15 May 1848 and the spirit of ’48 were annually celebrated in Blaj, on the 
original site of the assembly. The fact that the May 1848 Blaj assembly and the December 1918 
assembly of Alba Iulia acquired mythical-symbolic dimensions in the Romanian collective men-
tality, as demonstrated with irrefutable arguments by many historians of the past hundred years, 
highlights them as unique moments in the modern history of the Transylvanian Romanians. For 
the contemporaries, both events were surrounded by a mythical aura, as seminal moments of the 
Romanian revival.
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